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Abstract of the original article: The relations among consciousness, brain, behavior, and 

scientific explanation are explored in the domain of color perception. Current scientific 

knowledge about color similarity, color composition, dimensional structure, unique colors, and 

color categories is used to assess Locke’s “inverted spectrum argument” about the 

undetectability of color transformations. A symmetry analysis of color space shows that the 

literal interpretation of this argument – reversing the experience of a rainbow – would not work. 

Three other color-to-color transformations might work, however, depending on the relevance of 

certain color categories.  The approach is then generalized to examine behavioral detection of 

arbitrary differences in color experiences, leading to the formulation of a principled distinction, 

called the “isomorphism constraint,” between what can and cannot be determined about the 

nature of color experience by objective behavioral means. Finally, the prospects for achieving a 

biologically based explanation of color experience below the level of isomorphism are 

considered in light of the limitations of behavioral methods. Within-subject designs using 

biological interventions hold the greatest promise for scientific progress on consciousness, but 

objective knowledge of another person’s experience appears impossible. The implications of 

these arguments for functionalism are discussed.  
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Abstract: It has been suggested that difficult-to-quantify differences in visual processing may 

prevent researchers from equating the color experience of different observers. However, 

spectral locations of unique hues are remarkably invariant with respect to everything other than 

gross differences in preretinal and photoreceptor absorptions. This suggests a stereotyping of 

neural color processing and leads us to posit that minor differences in observer neurophysiology 

may be irrelevant to color experience.  

 

Whenever a philosopher corners a psychophysicist, the qualia problem is likely to be raised. As 

card-carrying members of the second camp, we have often been asked some variation of: Is my 

experience of (insert your favorite color) the same as yours? Our answer has generally been that 

equivalent color experiences are quite likely if you let us specify how the color is created. This 

answer is driven by the common experience of psychophysicists that color 

processing/experience is remarkably replicable and somewhat stereotyped (Rubin 1961; 

Boynton 1966), 
1
 and is supported by psychophysical analogues of arguments made in sections 

3.3–  3.4 of Palmer (1999). Palmer’s excellent target article motivates a deeper analysis of the 

constraints that color psychophysics imposes on equating color experiences.   

 



Palmer points out that if neural activity is identical, it is unparsimonious to posit a difference in 

color experience. Conversely, Palmer argues that the multitude of large and small cortical 

differences between observers makes the decision about an exact neural match problematical. 

There is, however, another approach that employs psychophysical performance linked to a 

neural correlate.  In color opponent theory, unique green, blue, and yellow are considered the 

null points of opponent (usually subtractive) operations between mechanisms driven by L-, M-, 

and S-cone photoreceptors. As such, the unique hues provide a strong constraint on the 

specification of the two independent red-green and blue-yellow color opponent channels. 

Similarly, the spectral locations of balanced orange or cyan constrain the relative scaling of   

the two channels. If two subjects share the same unique hue, then we know that they have 

identical (zero) neural responses in the nulled channel. Moreover, if their balanced hues are also 

the same, then we know that the unnulled channel is scaled the same in both observers and that 

the neural responses in these channels are also nearly identical. So, for example, if two 

observers have the same unique yellow and the same balanced orange, then when the 

monochromator is set to the unique yellow point, both observers experience the same responses 

in their color opponent channels:  zero in the red-green channel and a yellow response in the 

blue- yellow channel that is tightly constrained by the identicalness of the balanced orange 

setting. In this context, note that we do not  train the observers (or rely on society training them) 

to see particular  colors only within a few nanometers range; we just ask  them to use their color 

system as a nulling instrument – like a  Wheatstone bridge – something subjects are extremely 

good at (Hurvich & Jameson 1974; Regan 1991). Of course, given the concepts of metamerism 

and stimulus equivalency, it is unnecessary to restrict our analysis to identical neural responses 

to identical stimuli, but doing so facilitates making a second point on the stereotyped nature of 

the neural processing of wavelength.  

 

Consider Rubin’s (1961) study of unique hues in color normals and anomalous trichromates 

with decent color discrimination. Rubin asked 278 color normals (determined by Rayleigh 

match) to use a monochromator to scan the spectrum and find the three unique spectral hues 

(unique green, blue, and yellow) and two balanced hues (balanced orange and cyan). Subjects 

were instructed, for example, to find the yellow wavelength that contained no trace of red or 

green, or to find the orange wavelength that contained equal amounts of red and yellow. Rubin 

used a bracketing procedure to eliminate the spectral order effects that would otherwise occur 

(Beegan et al. 1999). Rubin found that normal subjects all selected wavelengths within a few 

nanometers (nm) of each other. Subjects  with abnormal L-cone (protanomals) or M-cone 

pigments (deuteranomals)  also clumped together, with results similar to normals, but  shifted in 

the direction expected by color theory (see Table 1).
2,3

  

 

The distribution of wavelength settings for a given color is very tight (SD of 2 nm for yellow 

and barely worse than the within-subject test-retest variability). And, today the narrow 

distributions  that Rubin measured could likely be tightened by genetic screening  for minor 

variations in photopigment maxima and optical  screening for excessive preretinal absorptions 

(which may contribute  to observer variability, but seem to have minor effects).
3 
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Table 1 (Billock & Tsou). Unique and balanced hue settings in nanometers (abstracted from Rubin 

1961)  

 

278 Normals   12 Protanomals   32 Deuteranomals  

 
Blue   468.3 ±3.1 (1.4)   467.7 ±4.0 (2.1)    none  

Cyan   494.3 ±1.7 (0.8)   488.3 ±2.3 (1.1)    497.6 ±2.1 (1.2)  

Green   517.5 ±5.7* (1.0)  501.7 ±3.3 (1.3)    519.6 ±3.5 (1.5)  

Yellow   576.6 ±2.0 (1.2)   563.1 ±3.0 (1.4)    583.4 ±2.9 (1.3)  

Orange   601.1 ±2.4 (0.9)   590.4 ±3.1 (1.6)    611.7 ±3.4 (1.9)  

 
*A bimodal distribution with means of 514.1 ±2.4 and 525.0 ±2.5 – see text.  

Note: Entry format is population average and population variability; within-observer variability is given in 

parentheses. Setting nm ±1 SD (within observers variation ―1 SD)  

 

Even the one exception to narrow distributions in Rubin’s data – unique green – is interesting. 

In fact, Hardin (1988) explicitly considered the lack of color variability argument and rejected it 

on the basis of the variability of unique green (Hurvich et al. 1968). However, unique green is 

unusual in that the broad distribution of unique greens found by Hurvich turns out to consist of 

two narrow- band distributions (Rubin 1961) that represent two discrete populations of 

observers with different responses to light adaptation (unique green loci of 514.1 ±2.4 [80%] 

and 525.0 ±2.5 nm [20%] and are known as Type I and Type II observers; Richards 1967).
4
 

Hence, green may be the exception that proves the rule.  

 

Moreover, unique hues are invariant despite massive variations in the ratios of L-, M-, and S-

cone pigments on the retina. If these colors are the null or balance points of color opponent 

mechanisms built up out of differencing cone absorptions, you might expect that variations in 

cone ratios (common in humans and primates) would introduce variability into the unique hues. 

In fact, most evidence suggests that cone ratios are uncorrelated with unique yellow (Ingling et 

al. 1990; Pokorny et al. 1991; Wallstein  1981) and that even large cone ratios occur without 

noticeable effects  on color vision and unique hue locations (Miyahara et al.  1998; Roorda & 

Williams 1999). Why this should be is a rather profound mystery.
5
 In whichever way it occurs, 

this invariance  goes to the very heart of concerns that minor unspecifiable cortical  difference 

could perturb the equating of color experience.  Spectral variation of the unique colors defined 

by color opponency seems dependent on only the most prosaic of early (preretinal and  

photoreceptor) processes. And if all of the presumed variation in cortical attributes does not 

affect the location of unique and balanced  colors, why should it affect their qualia either? It 

may be  possible to argue that although a normal observer’s color processing  and performance 

are utterly stereotyped, the inner color experience  is perversely independent.
6
 To argue this you 

must posit  a variable layer of post-processing that has absolutely no effect on  performance, a 

notion which we observable-obsessed psychophysicists  will ignore and our survival-value-

obsessed neuro-Darwinian colleagues will shun.  

 

NOTES  

The authors of this commentary are employed by a government agency and as such this 

commentary is considered a work of the U.S. government  and not subject to copyright within 

the United States.  

 



1. Although seldom discussed, this stereotyped psychophysical performance underlies the 

common practice of using only two or three normal  observers in most vision experiments 

(Boynton 1966, p. 277).   

 

2. At first glance, it is rather remarkable that Rubin’s anomalous trichromats have such narrow 

spectral loci distributions. This is likely due to Rubin’s exclusion of anomals with large 

Rayleigh match ranges (poor color discrimination), which restricts the pool of anomalous 

observers to those with  relatively moderate differences in photopigment maxima relative to 

normals.  Rubin’s study is also a useful antidote to arguments that color boundaries are taught 

rather than inherent in biological color coding. Anomalous trichromats – despite indoctrination 

from the same culture as the color normals – stubbornly insist on shifting unique and balanced 

hues in the direction  predicted by opponent process theory (Pokorny & Smith 1977). 

 

3. Minor differences in cone photopigments (Block 1999) don’t seem to have much effect on 

unique hues of normal subjects; their Rayleigh matches are poorly correlated with unique hue 

measurements. Similarly, except perhaps for unique green (Mollon & Jordan 1997), minor 

differences  in preretinal absorption have little impact on perception of nearly  monochromatic 

stimuli. 

 

4. Hurvich et al. (1968) felt that the bimodality of unique green (Rubin 1961) is an artifact of 

chromatic adaptation. However, evidence suggests that this bimodality represents two 

alternative neural pathways for  handling short wavelengths (Ingling 1977; Richards 1967). 

Bimodal distributions are found only when measurements involve adapting fields, large  fields, 

or bipartite fields. Subjects who have longer wavelength loci for unique green (about 20%) also 

differ from other observers in additivity of spectral lights, rate of recovery of sensitivity 

following adaptation, and the  chromaticity coordinates for “white” (Hovis & van Arsdel 1997; 

Ingling  1977; Richards 1967). The trait seems sex linked and rare in females (Cobb  1975; 

Waaler 1967), but is not related to inherited cone photopigment defects  (and indeed is 

uncorrelated to Rayleigh matches; Mollon & Jordan  1997). For a plausible model based on 

retinal physiology, see Ingling (1977) and Ingling et al. (1978).  

 

5. There are several reasons why this might be so. Mixed cone surrounds in retinal ganglion 

cells tend to dilute the influence of excess cones (Billock 1996). Also, it might be possible in a 

rigid array of units to use fixed ratios of L- and M-cone driven units in the construction of 

Hering channels.  Both ideas are belied by new evidence that the cone mosaic is patchy (Roorda 

& Williams 1999). If unique hues are viewed as a balancing of cone absorptions (like a 

Rayleigh match), then unique hues would be expected to be invariant (Miyahara et al. 1998; 

Mollon 1982; Pokorny &  Smith 1977). This would suggest that unique hues ought to covary 

with  measurements like the Rayleigh match or with perturbations in a reference  “white,” 

neither of which seems to occur (Mollon & Jordan 1997;  Wallstein 1981). Finally, in some 

nonlinear dynamic cortical color models,  the unique hues are switching points in a winner-

take-all competition between  cortical-hue-labeled lines; because these mechanisms have 

rectified  responses, differences in cone ratios have little effect on the outcome of  the 

competition (Billock et al. 2001).   

 



6. One of us tried out this argument on a famous philosopher. He countered with an obscure 

mental condition in which a person becomes convinced that his or her spouse has been replaced 

with an exact duplicate.  We’re not sure whether this proves that the qualia associated with the 

spouse is different or that philosophers are really slippery.   
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